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CAMINO REAL
3800 REYNOLDA RD

WINSTON SALEM
27106 34 Forsyth

CAMINO REAL AND ASSOCIATES INC.
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Carne Asada
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final cook 178.0

Jose Casillas

Victoria Murphy

2795 - Murphy, Victoria

(336) 703-3814

X

Chicken final cook 213.0

Shrimp final cook 170.0

Black Beans hot holding 148.0

Ground Beef hot holding 150.0

Chicken hot holding 153.0

Queso hot holding 157.0

Pico de Gallo make-unit 41.0

Tomatoes make-unit 39.0

Lettuce make-unit 40.0

Chile Relleno make-unit 39.0

Carnitas make-unit reach-in 38.0

Shredded Chicken walk-in cooler 29.0

Lettuce walk-in cooler 41.0

Tripe walk-in cooler 41.0

C. Sani dish machine 50.0

C. Sani 3-compartment sink 100.0

Hot Water 3-compartment sink 137.0

franking7@yahoo.com



 

Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  CAMINO REAL Establishment ID:  3034012840

Date:  12/01/2022  Time In:  3:00 PM  Time Out:  5:35 PM

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

2 2-102.12 (A) Certified Food Protection Manager-REPEAT-C: There was no certified food protection manager on duty during the
inspection. The person in charge shall be a certified food protection manager who has shown proficiency of required information
through passing a test that is part of an accredited program.

8 2-301.12 Cleaning Procedure-P: An employee was observed washing hands without soap. (A) Except as specified in (D) of this
section, food employees shall clean their hands and exposed portions of their arms, including surrogate prosthetic devices for
hands or arms for at least 20 seconds, using a cleaning compound in a handwashing sink that is equipped as specified under §
5-202.12 and Subpart 6-301. CDI: A demonstration and education was given, the employee washed hands appropriately before
returning to task.

10 5-205.11 Using a Handwashing Sink - Operation and Maintenance-PF: Two employees were observed filling containers up in the
handwashing sink/an employee was observed rinsing a pan in the handwashing sink. CDI: Education was given.

15 3-304.15 (A) Gloves, Use Limitation-P: An employee was observed retrieving a washed cucumber with soiled gloves used to
place raw shrimp on the grill. (A) If used,single-use gloves shall be used for only one task such as working with ready-to-eat food
or with raw animal food, used for no other purpose, and discarded when damaged or soiled, or when interruptions occur in the
operation. CDI: After education, the employee discarded gloves and washed hands appropriately before continuing task. The
cucumber was washed and peeled.

17 3-701.11 Discarding or Reconditioning Unsafe, Adulterated, or Contaminated Food-P: Moldy garlic was observed in the walk-in
cooler. (A) A food that is unsafe, adulterated, or not honestly presented as specified under § 3-101.11 shall be discarded or
reconditioned according to an approved procedure. CDI: The PIC discarded items

21 3-501.16 (A) (1) Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Hot and Cold Holding-P: Salsa measured at 115 F. Potentially
hazardous food shall be maintained at a temperature of 135 F and above. CDI: Per conversation with PIC, the item had been
prepared 30 minutes prior. The salsa was reheated to 204 F. *left at zero points due to all other items being in compliance*

33 3-501.15 Cooling Methods-REPEAT-PF: Per PIC, the following items were prepared 1 hour and 30 minutes prior: pineapples (89
F) and Mexican hot chocolate (120 F). Foods shall be cooled using one or more of the following methods: separating the food
into smaller or thinner portions; using rapid cooling equipment; using containers that facilitate heat transfer; placing the food in
shallow pans; stirring the food in a container placed in an ice water bath; adding ice as an ingredient; or other effective methods.
CDI: The items were placed in the walk-in freezer and brought to temperatures of 70 F and below before the two hour allotted
time frame.

37 3-302.12 Food Storage Containers Identified with Common Name of Food-C: Label bottles of condiments at the grill. Except for
containers holding food that can be readily and unmistakably recognized such as dry pasta, working containers holding food or
food ingredients that are removed from their original packages for use in the food establishment, such as cooking oils, flour,
herbs, potato flakes, salt, spices, and sugar shall be identified with the common name of the food. 

39 3-305.11 Food Storage - Preventing Contamination from the Premises-REPEAT-C: Torta rolls and tortillas were stored in thank
you bags./buckets of food were stored on the floor in the walk-in freezer. (A) Except as specified in (B) and (C) of this section,
food shall be protected from contamination by storing the food:(1) In a clean, dry location;(2) Where it is not exposed to splash,
dust, or other contamination; and(3) At least 15 cm (6 inches) above the floor.

42 3-302.15 Washing Fruits and Vegetables-C: Stickers were observed on vegetables that the PIC stated were washed. (A) Except
as specified in (B) of this section and except for whole, raw fruits and vegetables that are intended for washing by the consumer
before consumption, raw fruits and vegetables shall be thoroughly washed in water to remove soil and other contaminants before
being cut, combined with other ingredients, cooked, served, or offered for human consumption in ready-to-eat form

43 3-304.12 In-Use Utensils, Between-Use Storage-REPEAT-C: Several pairs of tongs were hanging on stove handles and could be
contaminated by employee clothing/a scoop was sitting in standing water During pauses in food preparation or dispensing, food
preparation and dispensing utensils shall be stored: (C) On a clean portion of the food preparation table or cooking equipment
only if the in-use utensil and the food-contact surface of the food preparation table or cooking equipment are cleaned and
santized at a frequency specified under §§ 4-602.11 and 4-702.11; (E) In a clean, protected location if the utensils, such as ice
scoops, are used only with a food that is not potentially hazardous food.

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment -REPEAT-C: Rust present on lid to ice cream freezer, on table
underneath chip storage drawers, on shelf and brackets above 3 compartment sink, on chemical storage shelf in warewashing
area, on small table that holds steam well, on spice shelf above prep table, and in the bottom of the ice cream freezer. Filters in
backside of hood are severely corroded and rusted through, and need to be replaced. Replace missing shelf leg caps on the



small shelf that holds the steam well. Shelf liners for the clean dishes by the cooking line are torn and in poor repair. Both reach
in coolers have damage on the inside of the doors. At handwashing sink by the dish machine, recaulk the sink to the wall and the
splashguards to the sink. Remove melted handle covers from saute pans. Equipment shall be maintained in good repair.

49 4-601.11 (B) and (C) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils-REPEAT-C: Cleaning needed
to/on the following: wheel castors on equipment, legs on equipment, walls and ceilings of walk-in cooler. (C) Nonfood-contact
surfaces of equipment shall be kept free of an accumulation of dust, dirt, food residue, and other debris. *left at half credit due to
improvement from previous inspection*

51 5-205.15 (B) System Maintained in Good Repair-REPEAT-C: A leak was observed at the handwashing sink in the dry storage
area and at the faucet of the 3-compartment sink./repair toilet handle. A plumbing system shall be maintained in good repair.

55 6-501.11 Repairing - Premises, Structures, Attachments, and Fixtures - Methods-REPEAT-C: Reseal floor or replace missing
floor tiles in server area. Replace missing basetiles at walk in cooler door and by back door. Crack in the FRP by the back door.
Low grout in dry storage, and floor repairs are in progress at the back corner, as the city had to come repair plumbing. Employee
restroom door is damaged at the bottom. Ceiling grid rusted around hood. Maintain physical facilities in good repair.//6-501.12
Cleaning, Frequency and Restrictions-REPEAT-C:Cleaning is needed to/on the following: ceilings vents and all walls throughout
the establishment. Physical facilities shall be maintained clean.


